CLASSROOM RESOURCES

Introduction
One year, two seismic events that shaped Ireland.
A century on from 1916, BBC
Northern Ireland revisits the
testimony of those who were
witness to history and looks at
how people’s lives were affected
by the Easter Rising and the Battle
of the Somme.

The activities in this booklet are
aimed at Key Stage three pupils and
are designed to be crosscurricular.
There are activities that link with
English, History, Learning for
Life and Work, Art and Design,
Geography and Music.

This booklet looks at ten objects
which help tell the story of the
events of 1916. From a set of bowls
fused together from the heat of
a blaze at the Metropole Hotel in
Dublin, to a blood soaked letter
brought back from the Somme,
these items bring to life some of
the lesser known history of the
time.

Each of the objects has its own
page which features background
information on the item and the
history surrounding it. There are
four different activities to try
for each and a variety of links to
interesting BBC content related to
the object.
You can watch short films about
some of the objects and find out
much more about the project at
bbc.co.uk/voices16

LEARNING INTENTIONS AND OUTCOMES
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1916: Easter Rising Timeline
The Easter Rising is seen as one of the defining events of modern Irish history. It took
place at the beginning of Easter week in April 1916 and was started by a relatively
small group of rebels who wanted to establish an Irish republic free from British rule.

Sunday 23 April

Monday 24 April

The Rebels hold a secret meeting at Liberty
Hall in the city and plan for the next day.
Copies of the Proclamation are printed.

The Irish Volunteers, led by schoolteacher
and barrister Patrick Pearse, seize
key locations in Dublin including the
General Post Office, Royal College of
Surgeons, and Boland’s Mills. Outside the
General Post Office, Pearse proclaims
an Irish republic, independent of Britain.
Fighting breaks out and the first deaths
and casualties are reported.The British
authorities, having been caught off guard
by the rebels, send for reinforcements.

Tuesday 25 April
The Metropole Hotel is occupied by the
rebels. Meanwhile, military reinforcements
from Britain arrive in Dublin.The authorities
send the gunboat Helga up the River Liffey
which runs through the centre of Dublin.
The Helga starts bombing Sackville Street
(which is now named O’Connell Street ).
The British army occupy the Shelbourne
Hotel and a military barricade is set up
around the northern part of the city.

1916: EASTER RISING TIMELINE

Wednesday 26 April
The British government declares martial
law in Dublin. This means that no one
is allowed to leave their house after
nightfall. The British gain ground in
South Dublin and surround the rebel
strongholds, cutting them off from the
rest of the city. The Helga continues to
bomb the buildings on Sackville Street.
There are many casualties, including
civilians caught up in the crossfire.
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Thursday 27 April
Smaller strongholds are abandoned by the
rebels and they move back towards the
GPO. One of the leaders, James Connolly,
is injured. Outside Dublin in Enniscorthy,
Co. Wexford, a police barracks is taken
over by a group of rebels. The Metropole
Hotel is set alight by an incendiary bomb.

Saturday 29 April
With the rebels displaced from their
strongholds and on the run across the city,
the British gradually gain the upper hand.
Later in the day, rebel leaders hold a lengthy
‘council of war’ and decide to surrender.

3 – 12 May
Over 3,500 men and women are arrested
by the British. 1,800 are deported to an
internment camp in Wales.

Friday 28 April
Fire rages across Dublin city centre as
the British fire on rebel-held positions
with the Metropole Hotel and the
GPO under heavy fire from troops.
Throughout the city rebels seek out
places of shelter as the British forces
gain the upper hand.
By 8.20pm that evening, the Metropole
Hotel burns to the ground. The siege of
the GPO ends at around 9.50pm when
the iconic building collapses completely.

Sunday 30 April
The last remaining rebels, positioned
in the Royal College of Surgeons and
Jacob’s Biscuit Factory, finally surrender
and are arrested.

15 rebel leaders, including Patrick Pearse,
are executed.

Consequences of the Easter Rising
Even though there was a lack of public support for the actions of the rebels during
the Rising, the reaction of the British authorities and their actions in the immediate
aftermath, especially the executions of the rebellion’s leaders, swayed public opinion
dramatically. In demanding instead of asking for Irish Independence, the rebels succeeded
in bringing back a renewed belief in the ideal of an Irish Republic which transformed the
political landscape of Ireland forever.

1916: EASTER RISING TIMELINE
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1916 Battle of the Somme Timeline
The Battle of the Somme was a World War One battle that took place in 1916
between the British and French Empires (The Allies) on one side and the newly
emerging German Empire on the other. The battle takes its name from the River
Somme which flowed through the battlefield.

24 June Bombardment begins
The Allies begin bombing the German
lines. In total, 1.6 million shells are
directed at the 15 mile long German
trenches. However many shells fail to
explode or are unsuccessful in destroying
the deeply dug trenches.

14 July 2nd Offensive
The army continues with the attack.
This time the guns concentrate on a
smaller area which helps destroy German
defences and allows the Allies to press
forward.

1 July –
Battle of the Somme: Day One
Confident that artillery fire has
destroyed the German defences, the
Allied soldiers are ordered over the
top with disastrous consequences.
This is the start of one of the largest
and bloodiest conflicts of World War
One. On the first day alone, there were
60,000 British casualties with nearly
20,000 fatalities - 2,000 of them from
the 36th Ulster Division. It was their
largest single loss in one day.

15 – 22 September At Courcelette
The British military leaders learn from
their mistake of 1 July. Twice as much
land is taken and with only half the
casualties but, despite terrible losses on
the German side, there is no significant
advancement.

1916 BATTLE OF THE SOMME TIMELINE
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25-28 September At Morval
With improved tactics and heavier
artillery, the British manage to break
through the German frontline and
capture more land.

18 November Battle of the Somme ends

26-30 September At Thiepval Ridge
Originally a 1 July objective, the village
of Thiepval is eventually captured by the
British army on 26 September.

Due to torrential rain, the battlefield
is turned into a mud bath, making it
difficult to continue any sort of advance.
British forces commander General
Haig officially calls an end to the Battle.
The Allies have advanced 5 miles with
the British suffering around 420,000
casualties, the French 195,000 and the
Germans around 650,000.

Consequences of the Battle of the Somme
Despite the bravery and sacrifice of so many men, the Somme remains a
powerful symbol of the horrors of the war. The military leaders that planned
the Battle are often criticised for using outdated methods that were completely
ineffective against modern weapons. The killing of so many men led to a loss of
trust in the upper classes after the war which changed British society forever and
still shapes the world we live in today.

1916 BATTLE OF THE SOMME TIMELINE
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The Metropole
Hotel Bowls
These bowls were found in the wreckage of The Metropole
Hotel in Easter 1916 and kept as a souvenir.
They were melded together by the intense heat of the fires
which raged through the building as it burned to
the ground. The remains of another object which sat next
to the bowls is visible in the liquid-like molten
glass which runs along the side of them.
The roof of The Metropole caught fire sometime on the
night of Thursday 24th April, 1916 after being hit by an
incendiary bomb. As the building was considered vital for
the Irish Volunteers it wasn’t evacuated until the official
order came through the following day - at which point the
building was in flames.

The Metropole Hotel bowls

During the Rising, the hotel was occupied by about 22
members of the Irish Volunteers. They chose the hotel as it
was situated beside the General Post Office, which was the
headquarters of the rebellion.
These bowls show the destruction and devastation of
Dublin during the Rising on Easter Week; a week when
254 civilians were killed and fires from the bombing spread
throughout the city centre.

The Metropole Hotel is to the left
of the GPO

THE METROPOLE HOTEL BOWLS
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ACTIVITIES
ENGLISH
Postcards were a popular way to send messages
to friends and family at the beginning of the
twentieth century. Imagine you are a guest or
the manager at The Metropole Hotel in Dublin
at the time of the rebellion. Write a postcard
to a friend explaining what happened when the
hotel was taken over by the rebels. Don’t forget
to write about your thoughts and feelings about
the Rising.

SCIENCE
The great heat of the fire that destroyed the
hotel changed the structure of these bowls.
Find out more about the chemical reactions that
happen when different materials are heated up.

Bitesize:
Behaviour of matter when heated
Bitesize: Flame Resistant textiles

HISTORY
ART AND DESIGN
War and conflict can have a lasting effect
on locations and items; from whole streets being
destroyed, then rebuilt to everyday objects such
as the bowls from the Metropole being radically
altered. Research online or in your local area
and see if you can find other everyday objects or
places scarred by war.

BBC News: Rare Easter Rising
photos show Dublin in rubble

THE METROPOLE HOTEL BOWLS

Find out how bowls and ceramics would have
been made in 1916. Are the techniques different
today? What sort of designs were popular in
1916? Have a go at updating one of these designs
and create your own modern day version.
Bitesize: Craft of pottery
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Metal Helmet
World War One was the first mass global war of the
industrialised age.
The industrial revolution dramatically increased the killing
power of weapons and created the means to produce them
in huge quantities.
This resulted in huge casualties and, by the time the battle
ended nearly five months later, over 1 million British and
Commonwealth soldiers were wounded,
captured, missing or dead.
The metal helmet is symbolic of this massive shift in military
capacity which changed the nature of warfare forever.
In 1916, metal helmets were manufactured to replace the
cloth caps that soldiers had been wearing.
This helmet, known as the Stahlhelm, replaced the more
elaborate and distinctive Pickelhaube. Made of steel, with a
painted camouflage finish, it gave the soldiers much better
protection against gunfire and shrapnel than the older cloth
caps.

The Stahlhelm was a metal helmet

German helmets were considered to be more effective, in
reducing head injuries, than those worn by British troops.
The protection of troops became ever more important
after a change in military strategy in 1916.
Before then, the war had been fought on the principle of
territorial breakthrough, which meant breaking through the
enemy’s front to win the war. But this led to a stalemate so
in 1916 the military leaders changed their approach.
They implemented the concept of attrition, a military
strategy in which an aggressive side attempts to win a
war by wearing down its enemy by killing their soldiers
and destroying their machinery. This decision resulted in a
monumental loss of life.
The Battle of the Somme was fought according to this
strategy. On the first day alone there were 60,000 British
casualties and by the time the battle ended, nearly five
months later, over one million British and Commonwealth
soldiers were wounded, captured, missing or killed.

HELMET

British soldier shows a metal helmet
damaged by shrapnel
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ACTIVITIES
SCIENCE
In 1916, the steel metal helmet was very
innovative in terms of body protection.
Over the past 100 years scientists and engineers
have continued to develop new materials and
technology for protecting those at risk from
injury, such as soldiers and sports people.
Try and find out more about the types of fabric
used to make protective clothing today.
How are they made?

BBC News:
How liquid armour stops bullets

Bitesize: Resistant Materials
and Design Considerations
BBC News: Kevlar inventor
Stephanie Kwolek obituary

MUSIC
The new powerful mechanical weapons of
World War One meant that the battlefield was
an incredibly noisy place. Find out more about
what the battlefield might have sounded like.
Using everyday items, recreate some of the
sounds which might have been heard by frontline
soldiers. Have a go at mixing the sounds with
audio software to create a WW1 battlefield
soundscape.

iWonder: What did World War
One sound like?
Ten Pieces: Making music from
objects found in a classroom

HISTORY
The Industrial Revolution had a big influence on
World War One, through the mass production
of weapons and equipment like the Stahlhelm.
This was a time of scientific discovery and
inventiveness.
Create a timeline of the advances in science and
engineering from this period of history, including
the big discoveries of the era. How did they
impact on the lives of people at the time?

WW1 at Home: The Anglesey
Bone Setters and the Thomas Splint

WW1 at Home: Britain’s Response
to German Zeppelins
WW1 at Home: Gas Mask
Inventor Edward Harrison

WW1 at Home: Innovation in
Sound Detection
WW1 at Home: The British
Bullet Made by the Billion

HISTORY
A soldier at the Somme had a lot of equipment
to wear or carry. These would have included his
helmet, gas mask, guns and ammunition.
What else would a WW1 soldier have had in
his kit? How does it compare with a soldier’s kit
from today?

Bitesize: What was in a
WW1 soldier’s kit
BBC News: Letchworth Highfield
School finds WW1 ‘treasure chest’

HELMET
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Proclamation of
Irish Independence
The Proclamation is one of the most important documents
in modern Irish history.
It is believed 1,000 copies were printed in 1916, of which
just 50 are still said to be in existence.
These copies were printed - in secret at Liberty Hall the night before the Rising began due to press censorship
laws, which were introduced following the outbreak of war
in 1914.
Shortly before midday on Easter Monday, Patrick Pearse
read out the Proclamation while standing at the entrance
to the GPO. It is believed he wrote much of the document
himself. It set out the principles and aspirations of the
rebels, who were fighting against the British, in order
to create an independent Irish state.

Original copies of the Proclamation
can be identified by font differences

It also included a declaration of universal suffrage which
extended the right to vote to all of the adult population.
In 1916 only adult male householders or lodgers who paid
rent of £10 a year or more were allowed to vote.
The original Proclamation was printed using very
restricted resources. The tail of the ‘R’ in “IRISH” is
incomplete and the letters ‘E’ and ‘S’ were of a different
font. These irregularities are used in order to establish
which copies are original and which are later editions.

Rebel leader Patrick H. Pearse

PROCLAMATION OF IRISH INDEPENDENCE
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ACTIVITIES
LEARNING FOR
LIFE AND WORK
The Proclamation set out the hopes and wishes
of the rebels for the type of society they wanted
to live in. Draw up your own proclamation for
the type of country you would like to live in.
Set out 5 things that you think a country should
provide for its citizens.

		HISTORY/
		
ART AND DESIGN
The printing press allowed the rebels to produce
1,000 copies of the Proclamation on the night
before the Rising. This helped them distribute
their ideas and to set out the reasons why they
were fighting.
Find out more about the history of the printing
press and how it has been used to spread ideas
and beliefs since its invention.

ENGLISH
In 1914, the Government had decided to tighten
its control on what newspapers could and could
not print. This is known as censorship and was
introduced at the start of the war in order to
protect civilian morale. This meant that people
at home had little idea of what life was really like
for the soldiers in France.
Find an article about politics or conflict in
a modern newspaper and imagine you are a
government censor. What parts of the article
would you take out? Using a marker pen, black
out the parts you think might be censored.
When you have finished swap with a classmate
and see if they can still understand what the
story is about.

WW1 at Home:
Importance of the Press in WW1
iWonder: Why were journalists
threatened with execution in WW1?

Radio 4 In Our Time:
Caxton and the printing press
BBC History: The Wipers Times

		
		

LEARNING FOR LIFE
AND WORK/HISTORY

The Proclamation called for equal rights for all
citizens, including equal rights for women which
did not exist in Britain at the time. Find out
about the inequality between men and women at
this time. How did it change?
Create a poster showing the differences
between the rights of women and men in 1916.

Bitesize: A history of women’s suffrage
iWonder: Beyond suffrage - How did
women battle into Parliament?
Horrible Histories: Suffragette song

PROCLAMATION OF IRISH INDEPENDENCE
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The Helga II
The T.S.S Helga II was originally built as a fishery patrol boat.
At the start of World War One, she was turned into a
warship and introduced into service as an anti-submarine
patrol and escort vessel.
In Easter 1916, the Helga was rushed into service to make
up for the British army’s lack of artillery to use against the
rebels.
The British used artillery and incendiary fire directed from
the gunboat, which was anchored in the Liffey, towards the
GPO.
In the week long battle, Dublin city centre was devastated
by the firepower from the two guns on board the Helga. In
total the Helga fired around 40 rounds during the Rising,
although two of the Irish crew refused to fire the guns.

One of the guns used by troops
on the Helga

It was responsible for much of the destruction of Dublin
including Liberty Hall, the GPO and other buildings in
Sackville Street.
After the Rising and the turmoil which followed, it was
eventually purchased by the Irish state in 1923 and renamed
Muirchú which means “Hound of the sea.”
The Helga eventually sank off the Irish Coast in 1947.

Devastation caused by the Helga
firing on key locations

THE FRIGATE, THE HELGA II
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ACTIVITIES
HISTORY
The Helga was an ordinary fishing vessel
fashioned into a war ship. During this period
many ships were taken over by the government
to help with the war effort. The Mauritania and
Titanic’s sister ship, Olympic, were transformed
from luxurious liners into troop transport ships.
Can you find any other objects or buildings
that were built for one purpose and then
used differently because of conflict? Are there
any in your local area? See if you can find any
photographs from the time. Is it very different
today?

BBC News: World War One
role of luxury liner RMS Mauretania

WW1 at Home: From house
to hospital - Dunham Massey

ART AND DESIGN
Ships like The Helga were often painted with
dazzle paint during World War One in order to
confuse German U- Boats as to their size and
the direction they were heading. Have a go at
creating your own dazzle designs by using an
image of a warship - then paint or draw your
design over it.

iWonder: How did an artist help
win the First World War at sea?

LEARNING FOR
LIFE AND WORK
The Helga destroyed various parts of Dublin and
disrupted everyday life. Many innocent civilians
were killed. Find out about a conflict happening
today and explore how it affects everyday life
for the people living through it? Imagine that you
are living through such a conflict - write a diary
which describes your typical day.

BBC News: What is everyday
life like in Damascus?

BBC News:
Frontline voices from Yemen conflict

		
		

ENGLISH/LEARNING
FOR LIFE AND WORK

Two of the Irish crew aboard The Helga refused
to fire the guns at buildings in the centre o the
city. What do you think was their motivation?
Explore why people may choose not to fight
and try to put yourself in their shoes. Have a
group discussion about this and consider how
you might express your opinion to those who
disagree.

BBC News: The conscientious
objectors who refused to fight
BBC Ethics: Guide to Pacifism

BBC Schools: Recruitment in WW1
WW1 at Home:
Cadbury brothers story of pacifism
Radio 4 Beyond Belief: Pacifism

THE FRIGATE, THE HELGA II
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The diary of Louisa Nolan
This is a military medal awarded to Miss Louisa Nolan for
the part she played as a civilian in helping British soldiers
involved in the Easter Rising in 1916.
She was a daughter of the ex-Head Constable of the Royal
Irish Constabulary and had three brothers who fought in
the war, one of whom had died in 1915.
Louisa was working in The Gaiety Theatre in Dublin when
the Rising started.
During the fighting, she spotted an officer lying wounded in
the street and dragged him to safety.
She said: “I pitied that soldier, for I thought of my brothers at
the front. I ran along on to the bridge and dragged the soldier
out of danger. Bullets were spitting all around me, but I escaped
unharmed.”

The medal awarded to Louisa Nolan

She later assisted several other wounded men under heavy
fire.
After the Rising, Louisa was invited to Buckingham Palace
where she received a medal from the King for the courage
she displayed.

Louisa Nolan pictured on the right
of this photograph

THE MEDAL OF LOUISA NORTON
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ACTIVITIES
ART AND DESIGN
Louisa was working in the theatre when the
Rising broke out. Attending the theatre was a
popular pastime in 1916. Find out what other
pastimes people enjoyed. What did children do
for fun?

WW1 at Home: Power of Cinema

ENGLISH
Like many Irish people, Louisa had relatives
fighting at the front and was taken by surprise by
the Rising. Imagine you are Louisa; write a letter
to one of your brothers at the front, telling them
about The Rising and how you helped the British
soldiers.

iWonder: How did 12 million letters
reach WW1 soldiers each week?

BBC Schools:
What did children do for fun?
BBC News: The psychology
behind war-time entertainers

BBC Four: What a Performance! Pioneers
of Popular Entertainment The Rise of Variety

LEARNING FOR LIFE
& WORK/ART & DESIGN
Medals are awarded for many different things,
from acts of bravery to sporting events. Look at
medals from history, considering their different
designs and colours. Try designing your own
medal, thinking about the most appropriate
symbols and colours, based on what the finished
medal would be awarded for.

THE MEDAL OF LOUISA NORTON

LEARNING FOR
LIFE AND WORK
Louisa put herself in danger to help wounded
soldiers. As a class, try to think of other ordinary
people who put themselves in danger to help
people in times of trouble.You could write a
profile of one of the people you research.

Bitesize: Edith Cavell
“Patriotism is not enough.”
BBC Schools:
WW1 Heroes: Jutland Jack
Radio 4 Today programme:
Is heroism nature - or nurture?

WW1 at Home: The Woman
who Saved a Sailor in a Sea Storm
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Flag of the 36th
Ulster Division
This is one of the base depot flags for the 36th (Ulster)
Division, who fought during the Battle of the Somme. The
36th (Ulster) Division was made up of around 30,000 men
of the Ulster Volunteer Force.
The Ulster Volunteer Force had been set up in 1912 to
prevent the passing of a Home Rule Bill by Britain. This
would have allowed Ireland to run its own self-governing
parliament. At the outbreak of World War One many
members of the UVF joined the army.
By 1916, thousands of men and boys from Ulster were
sent to the Western Front to fight for Britain.
The flag is believed to have been damaged by artillery fire
during the Battle of the Somme.

The tattered flag of the
Ulster Division

During the Somme, military commanders thought their
artillery had destroyed many of the German guns before
the men ventured out into No Man’s Land.
However, this wasn’t the case and resulted in many soldiers
being killed or injured, as they advanced towards the
German line.
On 1 July 1916, two thousand Ulster soldiers died in
a matter of hours at the Somme, one of the bloodiest
offensives of the war.
The 36th Ulster Division was among the few units to reach
their objectives but due to lack of resources such as food
and ammunition, they were forced to retreat.
Soldiers battling at the Somme

FLAG OF THE 36TH ULSTER DIVISION
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ACTIVITIES
HISTORY/LEARNING 		
FOR LIFE AND WORK
Due to the terrible loss of life,The Battle of the
Somme is remembered today, 100 years on. Many
vast monuments across the world were built to
memorialise the human cost of WW1; including the
thousands who died at the Battle of the Somme.
Smaller monuments were also built in villages and
towns across Britain and Ireland, to remember the
local men who did not return from the Western
Front.
Try and find the nearest war memorial to your
home or school. You may have walked past it,
without realising what it was for.

iWonder:
How do we remember WW1?

GEOGRAPHY/LEARNING
FOR LIFE AND WORK
People tend to forget that there were once villages
and farms around No Man’s Land, which were
destroyed by the fighting. Many of the inhabitants
were displaced by the war and became refugees.
Can you think of people around the world who find
themselves in similar positions today?
Many refugees and their families undertake
dangerous journeys to escape conflict in their cities
and villages. Often they flee quickly and leave behind
their homes, possessions and valuables. Imagine you
have to leave your home forever and can only bring
a handful of things.You will only be able to carry a
small bag.Write a list of what objects you will need
to survive a long and dangerous journey.

Newsround: Refugee girl explains
her journey from Syria to UK

ART AND DESIGN
Flags use colours and symbols in their design to
reflect what they represent. Design a new flag
for a club or sports team from your school.
Think about the colours and symbols you
could use to represent the club or team. What
lettering might you include?
Draw your design on paper or use a computer.
You could also paint the design onto fabric and
make your own flag.

BBC News: Alternative ‘Southern
Horizon’ flag tops Australia poll
Bitesize:
Ghanaian Asafo flag making
BBC News: New Zealand Flag Referendum:
What do school kids think of new designs?

		
		

HISTORY/
ART AND DESIGN

On the Western Front, the war was fought in
trenches. Both sides dug out large networks
of deep trenches where the soldiers lived and
worked. In between the two sides was No Man’s
Land, which they would have to cross to attack
the other side.
Find out more about life in the trenches and use
your research to recreate a cross section of a
trench. Draw it out on a large sheet of paper or
create a 3d model using cardboard and other
materials.

BBC Schools: Life in the Trenches
Newsround: Two stories of Syrian
refugee children
Bitesize: Population and migration
in Europe

FLAG OF THE 36TH ULSTER DIVISION

iWonder: How did so many soldiers
survive the trenches?
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Child’s Uniform
The uniform worn by these children demonstrates how
young some of the participants in the rising were. Those
pictured were part of a movement called Na Fianna Éireann
which was an Irish Nationalist youth organisation, co-founded
by the aristocratic rebel Countess Markievicz and a man
named Bulmer Hobson, who was a Quaker.
Another group of younger participants in the Rising came
from the Irish Citizen Army boys’ corps and these included
James Connolly’s son Roddy, who was only 15 years old.
Seventeen year old Marget Skinnider was a member of the
Irish Citizen Army and her first-hand account of the Rising
includes mentions of Fianna activity:

Members of the Fianna in uniform

“There were a good many of the Fianna boys in the college with
us… One of them,Tommie Keenan of Camden Row, was only
twelve years old, but was invaluable. He would go out for food and
medicine and, because he was so little, never attracted attention,
though he wore his green Fianna shirt under his jacket.”
Many other children, not involved in the combat, were killed
having been caught in cross-fire during the fighting.
During World War One, many young people lied about their
age, in order to sign up for the British Army in order to fight.
It is believed that up to 250,000 underage men joined up
during the war.
1916 was a time when children were exposed to the harsh
reality of the adult world from an early age.

British army recruitment office

Scouts on Standby

CHILD’S UNIFORM
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ACTIVITIES
GEOGRAPHY/LEARNING 		
FOR LIFE AND WORK
Many teenagers fought in both the Easter Rising
and World War One. Some children are forced
to fight because they need money for their
families, or they are forced to do so against
their will. Try and find out if there are still child
soldiers involved in conflicts today.
If you discover child soldiers in your research,
mark their location on a world map. Learn more
about their lives and write a paragraph on what
their experiences and feelings may be.

Newsround: Child Soldiers
BBC News: Child soldiers learning
to be children again

ENGLISH
Wearing a particular set of clothes, showed that
the wearer was an Irish Volunteer, in the same
way that a British soldier wore his uniform. Why
are uniforms important? In class, split in to two
teams and have a debate about the advantages
and disadvantages of wearing a school uniform.
Does wearing a uniform make you feel or act
differently?

ENGLISH
Imagine you have lied about your age to join the
British army.You a re now fighting alongside the
frontline troops. Write a letter to your parents
explaining your decision.

iWonder: How did Britain let 250,000
underage soldiers fight in WW1?
BBC Two: Teenage Tommies
WW1 at Home:
The Boy Who Fooled the Army

HISTORY
Many people from deprived areas joined the
British army and the rebels to escape poverty
and provide for their families - others, simply for
the adventure.
Find out what life was like for children and
young people in 1916. Focus on what it was like
to live in poverty with a lack of food, shelter and
clothing. Compare these conditions to what it’s
like to live in poverty in 2016.

BBC Schools:
How did children help the war effort?
BBC Schools:
What was family life like?

CHILD’S UNIFORM
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Young Citizen
Volunteer Log Book
This is a membership log book for the Young Citizen
Volunteer (YCV) which later became the 14th Battalion of
the Royal Irish Rifles.
Many recruits came from outside the battalion’s recruiting
area of Belfast: 20 per cent came from elsewhere in Ireland,
29 per cent from Great Britain and 1 per cent from
overseas, principally the USA.
The log book gives the name, rank, religion and address of
the members, and offers an insight into the kind of ordinary
men who joined the ranks of the army during World War
One. There were a number of reasons why many young
men signed up for war. Some joined due to a deeply held
sense of loyalty to their country, others simply to escape
the grinding poverty that was widespread in Britain and
Ireland in the 20th century.

© Royal Irish Rifles Museum

Young Citizen Volunteer log book

Often, men from the same community or workplace were
also encouraged to join on the understanding that they
would fight better together.
These became known as the ‘Pals’ battalions.
Many historians have argued that this method of
recruitment may have also contributed to peer pressure for
many young men and boys to join up.
Some, however, may simply have decided to join for
adventure or to escape a dreary, everyday existence.

Pals battalion during World War One

YOUNG CITIZENS VOLUNTEER LOG BOOK
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ACTIVITIES
LEARNING FOR
LIFE AND WORK
As the log book shows, people from all walks of
life fought and died in World War One. Try and
discover more about the jobs that these men
left to join up. Do these types of jobs still exist?
What would be the present day equivalent?

WW1 at Home: How War
Transformed British Industry

ENGLISH
Thousands of men left jobs to join up in 1916.
Draft an advert for a job which a YCV member
may have left vacant, when fighting in the war.
Make sure you include details such as working
hours, wages and characteristics that an
employer in 1916 might want in an employee.

WW1 at Home:
Challenging Conscription
WW1 at Home: Bicycles to Bombs
WW1 at Home: Supplying a Growing
Wartime Need for Leather

HISTORY
In many communities groups of friends joined
up together. The units they formed were known
as Pals Battalions. Do some research in your
local area, were there any Pals Battalions formed
there? You could look at local war memorials for
research, there may even be one in your school.
Create a family tree of the people you find
showing their connection with each other. Maybe
they lived on the same street, worked together
or were brothers or cousins?

HISTORY
The positions these men left were often filled by
women during the war. This allowed a far greater
amount of independence and freedom than
many women had ever experienced before the
war. Make a timeline of the kind of jobs women
would have had during the first half of the
twentieth century. How did they change after
World War One and how do they compare to
the kind of jobs available today?

WW1 at Home:
The Woman Who Ran a Factory
WW1 at Home:
Depending on Women

WW1 at Home:
Training Policewomen
WW1 at Home:
The Female Tram Driver

iWonder: The Pals Battalions
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Blood Soaked Letter
This is a handwritten instruction from the Somme on how to deal
with casualties after the battle.
It is written in pencil on a piece of paper which is soaked in blood.
It was issued to 21 year old Harry H.R. Dolling, from Dublin
who joined the 16th Battalion, the Royal Irish Rifles, on the 15th
December, 1914.
Harry Dolling was given the awful job of burying the dead after
the Battle of the Somme - a task which took three days.
The instruction reads:
“Removal of all wounded and burial of all dead in Thiepval Wood and
No Man’s Land belonging to 36th Division.
“Identity discs and all papers belonging to our dead are to be carefully
collected and sent to Div Hdqrs. [divisional headquarters]

© Royal Irish Rifles Museum

The blood soaked letter
from the Somme

“Medical Officer to accompany burial parties.
“Dead to be buried in shell holes or special trench.
“Place of burial should be marked and a record kept of person buried in
each place.
“Send in each day number of wounded.
“Evacuated and number of dead Quicklime can be obtained from Bde
[brigade] ration dumps and should be freely used.”
After Harry died in 1986, his wife Hazel found an envelope
amongst his papers containing the note which said “this is worth
keeping”.
She said the horrors remained with him “all his life”.

BLOOD SOAKED LETTER

Field hospital at the Somme
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ACTIVITIES
		

HISTORY/SCIENCE

Along with the many people who died and had
to be buried, many more people suffered terrible
injuries. Discover how the injuries and casualties
of the war helped with greater advances in
medicine following World War One.

iWonder: How did WW1 change
the way we treat war injuries today?
BBC Schools:
Medicine in World War One
WW1 at Home:
Surgery Transformed – Sir Henry Gray

WW1 at Home: The Soldier Who
Made His Own Prosthetic Leg

LEARNING FOR
LIFE AND WORK
Many soldiers at the front suffered from shell
shock. Unfortunately, a lack of understanding
surrounded the condition and many of the
sufferers were accused of lacking “moral fibre”.
People are more knowledgable about such
health issues today.
Find out more about mental health awareness in
your local area and design a flyer to let people
know what help is available.

iWonder: Did shellshock make us
serious about mental health?
WW1 at Home: Shell Shock

ENGLISH
The horrific sights of the Somme never left
Harry. However the horrors of World War
One inspired many great works of art, including
poetry, music and paintings. Explore some of the
famous war poetry from this period and see if it
inspires you to create your own poem.

WW1 at Home:
Francis Ledwidge, Ireland’s War Poet
WW1 at Home:
Rupert Brooke, The War Poet
WW1 at Home: Home of Composer
Ralph Vaughan Williams

WW1 at Home:
JD Fergusson – Unofficial War Artist
WW1 at Home:
War Poet Sassoon’s Childhood Home

HISTORY
It was often difficult to explain to loved ones at
home the true horrors of the war. Imagine you
are Harry’s wife Hazel back home in 1916. Write
a diary entry describing your day at home. How
would her experience of the war have differed
from Harry’s?
WW1 at Home:
Desperate Housewives
WW1 at Home:
The Diary of Cordelia Leigh

WW1 at Home:
Diary of a Wartime Teenager
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Recruitment Poster
for Ulster Division
A huge recruitment drive began in 1916 to try and replace
the soldiers who had been lost in the preceding two years.
Recruitment became a massive concern for the government
after the major losses that had been inflicted by the Somme
offensive.
This is a poster which was released after the 1st July, 1916:
“The morning of the 1st July, 1916, will be one of the glories
of the Province as long as men love to think of gallant
deeds… The Ulster Division is growing stronger day by day,
BUT ITS RANKS ARE BEING FILLED BY ENGLISHMEN AND
SCOTCHMEN.”
By 1916, the government felt compelled to bring in
conscription in England to fill the ranks of the army. By
1918, the British government passed a law to introduce it
in Ireland. However, after a huge public outcry, they were
forced to abandon these plans.

The recruitment poster for
the Ulster Division

Governments on both sides poured huge resources into
recruitment as they tried to find more inventive ways to
persuade men to fill their army ranks.
An extract from a message from the Ulster Division states
that the recruitment poster should be: ‘A poster that
stresses the shame of the fact that the ranks of units such
as this are being ‘filled...by Englishmen and Scotchmen’.

Photo of the 36th (Ulster) Division
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ACTIVITIES
ENGLISH AND MEDIA/
ART AND DESIGN

ENGLISH AND MEDIA
Posters were one of the key propaganda tools
used by governments when attempting to recruit
troops for World War One. Today they would
use TV and social media. Would the government
find it more difficult to persuade people to
join up and fight now? Would new forms of
communication help them or make it more
difficult?
Imagine you work for an advertising agency:
design an advertising campaign to encourage
new army recruits. Think about traditional
methods like billboards and more modern
techniques like social media.

Bitesize: Political advertisingFrom Billboards to Social Media

Propaganda is used to influence the beliefs and
emotions of ordinary people.
Find out how propaganda was used during World
War One and see if you can find examples used
today. Think about something you are passionate
about, maybe an issue like the environment or
keeping fit and healthy, and create a propaganda
poster to persuade others.

iWonder: Was World War One
propaganda the birth of spin?

WW1 at Home:
WW1Propaganda Posters
WW1 at Home: Home of the
Famous War Recruitment Poster

LEARNING FOR LIFE
AND WORK/ ENGLISH
As a result of conscription, more than 1.5
million men were forced to fight in 1916.
Despite the fact that many men from across
Ireland joined up to fight in World War One,
conscription was never enforced in Ireland.
Imagine the government is thinking of bringing
back conscription today. As a class, split into two
groups and organise a debate for and against
conscription.

WW1 at Home:
Deciding the Fates of Men

LEARNING FOR LIFE
AND WORK/ ENGLISH
People who refused to fight in the war became
known as Conscientious Objectors. Explore the
reasons why someone might have chosen to be
a Conscientious Objector. What happened to
people who refused to fight? How were they
treated?
Imagine you are a journalist in 1916. Write
a newspaper feature about a Conscientious
Objector living in your town.

WW1 at Home:
Jailed for Refusing to Kill
WW1 at Home: Birthplace of
the White Feather Movement
WW1 at Home:
Conscientious Objectors’ Camp

RECRUITMENT POSTER FOR ULSTER DIVISION
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